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The robust leather shade combined with the 

carefully designed metal base characterises 

this lady in the Jacco Maris collection. Mrs.Q’s 

appearance will keep you indoctrinated and 

would not be out of place in a 007 movie. It 

has a timeless strong look and feel, due to the 

natural color combination and its leather fin-

ish. Mrs.Q is available in brass, stainless steel 

and totally leather. The leather is available in 

several colors.
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mrs.Q
wall lamp

165cm

70cm

194cm

220cm

Order code MQ.FL.*/*

Dimensions 

Wxdxh  47x194x220cm 

Standard cable length 350cm 

Light source  included 

 Globe 6W filament LED,  

 2200K / 480 lm

Lampholder E27  

 Only suitable for low heat output light  

 source (LED)

 Net. weight 25,5kg

Dimmer Floor dimmer included

Order code MQ.WA.*/*

Dimensions 

Wxdxh  47x165x70cm 

Light source  included 

 Globe 6W filament LED,  

 2200K / 480 lm

Lampholder E27  

 Only suitable for low heat output light   

 source (LED) 

Net. weight  4kg

Dimmer Optional with cable dimmer

mrs.Q
floor lamp jaccomaris.com

MQ.FL.TOT/NATURAL MQ.WA.CS/DARKBROWN

colors & materials 

Check www.jaccomaris.com for the latest colors, materials and 

details or scan the QR code.

colors & materials 

Check www.jaccomaris.com for the latest colors, materials and 

details or scan the QR code.
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Colors and materials as shown on the images may slightly differ from reality. 
Any typing errors in the text and interim changes to the collections or specifications are all subject to change.6

IP 20             *Please add total length (bottom fixture to ceiling) to your order.   IP 20   



mrs.Q
colors and materials

materials

colors leather

BRA brushed brass BR/HG high gloss  

polished brass

CS coated steel  
tube

TOT  leather tube 

BLACK 
black

COGNAC  
cognac

DARK BROWN 
dark brown

GREEN 
green

NATUREL 
naturel

Colors and materials as shown on the images may slightly differ from reality. 
Any typing errors in the text and interim changes to the collections or specifications are all subject to change.
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